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Abstract
This study investigates the suitability of heat conduction calorimeters for determining the specific heat capacity of solid 
and liquid substances. Accurate and precise measurements were obtained for various substances, including water, ethylene 
glycol, the ionic liquid [EMIM][TCM], and copper, with relative standard deviations averaging less than 1%. Measurements 
on [EMIM][DCA] indicated a systematic deviation from the literature values. The study highlights the repeatability of the 
measurement method, which worked well for both temperature increases and decreases, as well as for the mean of the two. 
The influence of sample size on the results when it came to liquids was also investigated, revealing that large sample sizes 
led to underpredictions; while, small sizes yielded the opposite effect. The best results were obtained with half-filled vials; 
a similar filling level as was used in the electrical calibrations of the calorimeters with heaters in the vials. Additionally, 
no significant differences were observed among the eight calorimeters of the I-Cal Flex instrument, and different baseline 
calculation methods had negligible impact on the results. Overall, this study illustrates how a heat conduction calorimeter 
can be utilized for accurate and precise heat capacity measurements for both solid and liquid substances.
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List of symbols
C  Specific heat capacity (J  g−1  K−1)
I  The peak integral (V s)
m  Mass (g)
Q  Heat (J)
T  Temperature (K)
t  Time (s)
U  Voltage (V)
δ  Relative deviation 1
ε  Calorimetric calibration coefficient (W  V−1)
λ  Thermal conductivity (W  m−1  K−1)
ρ  Density (g  m−3)

Abbreviations
EG  Ethylene Glycol
DCA  1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium Dicyanamide, 

[EMIM][DCA]

TCM  1-Ethyl-3-methylimidazolium Tricyanomethanide, 
[EMIM][TCM]

RSD  Relative Standard Deviation (standard deviation 
divided by the mean)

Introduction

Heat capacity is a fundamental property of all matter and 
many method have been developed to determine heat capaci-
ties, for example differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) 
[1], the transient plane source (hot disk) technique [2], adi-
abatic calorimetry [3], and drop calorimetry [4] (references 
given are only examples).

With the advent of commercial differential scanning 
calorimeters (DSCs) in the 1960s, simple techniques to use 
DSC to determine specific heat capacities of small samples 
(in the order of 10 mg) were developed. The first methods 
were “scanning methods” [5] [6] where the heat capacity 
was calculated from the heat flow measured by the DSC. 
Later an “enthalpy method” in which the heat capacity was 
determined from an integral of the heat flow was developed 
[7] [1], as well as methods based on modulated DSC [8].

The present paper shows that the “enthalpy method” can 
successfully be used also with heat conduction calorimeters 
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normally used for isothermal measurements. The sample 
sizes for isothermal calorimeters are typically in the range 
1–100 g, i.e., much larger than DSC samples of 5–20 mg. 
Two advantages with larger samples are that their masses 
can be accurately determined with less expensive balances, 
and that measurements on larger samples of inhomogeneous 
materials will yield more representative results.

The DSC enthalpy method shows similarities to drop cal-
orimetry, but while the sample is exposed to a ramp change 
in temperature in a DSC, in a drop calorimeter the sample 
is dropped from one temperature into an isothermal heat 
conduction calorimeter that is at another temperature. In the 
method proposed in the present paper the temperature of an 
“isothermal heat conduction calorimeter” is changed from 
one temperature to another. This temperature change is not 
made in a controlled way, but the heat measured is still the 
heat required to calculate the heat capacity by the enthalpy 
method.

The method in this study is similar to the method to meas-
ure the heat capacity of reactive materials with a heat con-
duction calorimeter proposed by Bunyan [9]. He measured 
the heat needed to cool samples in glass vials by 1 K and cal-
culated the heat capacity of the sample from the difference 
between such measurements with and without a sample. 
In his study, Bunyan concluded that the method produced 
accurate results and the specific heat capacity of water was 
measured with a deviation of only 0.5% from the literature 
value. Bunyan also used a similar method to calculate the 
calorimetric calibration coefficients from measurements 
with samples of sapphire [10], that has a well-known heat 
capacity [11].

Another similar case is the study performed by Ubelhor 
et al. in 2015 [12], where an isothermal calorimeter was 
designed and utilized to measure the heat capacity of whole 
electrochemical cells (batteries). Silver–zinc cells with a 
mass slightly over 4 kg were used as samples and measure-
ments were performed with a 10 K increase and decrease 
in temperature. These measurements determined the heat 
capacity of these samples with an experimental RSD of 
approximately 2% and the authors concluded that their heat 

conduction calorimeter was a useful analytical tool for elec-
trochemical cells.

In this study, the samples were subjected to temperature 
increases and decreases of 2 K. Both heating and cooling 
steps were used to calculate the heat capacity of the sam-
ples. The substances studied are chemically inert as well as 
thermally stable to avoid any exothermic or endothermic 
heat development. The study intends to demonstrate that a 
heat conduction calorimeter normally used for isothermal 
measurements also can provide an accurate prediction of the 
heat capacity of both liquid and solid substances.

Materials

All the experiments presented in this study were performed 
using the substances listed in Table 1. The list contains both 
well-studied substances such as copper, sapphire, water and 
ethylene glycol, as well as the two less studied ionic liquids 
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium dicyanamide (“DCA”) and 
1-ethyl-3-methylimidazolium tricyanomethanide (“TCM”). 
All the substances are chemically inert and thermally stable. 
Glycerol was only used in a test of how the sample size influ-
enced the results. The non-aqueous liquids were new, had 
a low water content, and the bottles were not opened more 
than necessary to transfer samples to the vials to prevent 
uptake of water vapor.

Method

The specific heat capacity c (J  g−1  K−1) can be determined 
from the heat transfer Q (J) associated with a temperature 
change ΔT (K) for a sample of mass m (g):

As c and m are positive quantities, Q and ΔT must have 
the same sign; in the following we define temperature 

(1)c =
Q

ΔT ⋅ m

Table 1  Data for the substances 
used in the study

Substance Purity Specific Heat /J  g−1  K−1 Supplier

Copper (ribbons) 99.9% (metal basis) 0.3854 [13] Alfa Aesar, Thermo Fisher
Sapphire (beads) – 0.7638 [11] National Bureau of Stand-

ards reference material 
720

Water – 4.1877 [14] –
Ethylene Glycol 99.8% 2.3979 [15] [16] Sigma-Aldrich/Merck
Glycerol  ≥ 99.5% 2.3655 [17] [18] Sigma-Aldrich/Merck
[EMIM][TCM] 98% 1.7831 [19] IOLITEC GmbH
[EMIM][DCA]  > 98% 1.8362 [19] [20] IOLITEC GmbH
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increase and heat transfer to a sample as positive. Heat 
capacity measurements are made by changing the tempera-
ture, and this can be done either with step changes or by 
scanning the temperature (in the latter case, Eq. 1 is modi-
fied by exchanging Q and ΔT with their rates of change). 
In the present method, step changes in temperature of the 
thermostated environment of an eight-channel commercial 
isothermal (heat conduction) calorimeter (I-Cal Ultra from 
Calmetrix Inc.) are made and the exchange of heat for each 
of the eight samples is measured by the calorimeters. Note 
that this step change of thermostat temperature gives a slow 
first order (exponential) temperature change of the sample 
temperature (Newton’s law of cooling). This is a non-stand-
ard use of an “isothermal heat conduction calorimeter,” as 
such calorimeters are made with the aim of keeping the tem-
perature constant, to enable studies of long-term processes 
like soil respiration [21], degradation of pharmaceutical sub-
stances [22], fungal decay [23], and the hydration of cement 
[24].

The samples were placed in 20 mL glass vials. For liq-
uids, 10 mL samples were used in most cases, i.e., half-filled 
vials. The sapphire samples filled the lower 30% of the vials; 
while, the copper ribbons were folded and placed standing 
up. The vials were sealed with aluminum screw caps with a 
rubber-Teflon septa.

The aim of the present measurements was to determine 
the specific heat capacity at 20 °C. For such a measure-
ment, the vials with samples are placed in the calorimeters 
in the measurement positions (the vial holders) at 19 °C 
and left there until there is a constant baseline signal. The 
temperature of the thermostat is then increased to 21 °C, 
kept there for about 12 h, and then decreased to 19 °C 
again, and kept there for about another 12 h. Each time that 

the temperature is changed, the calorimeters—including 
the samples—need to change their temperature and it is the 
heat flow rate into or out of the sample that is measured 
by the calorimeter. This heat flow rate is then integrated 
to give the heat Q that is needed to heat or cool the sample 
when it goes between the two temperatures.

A measurement with an empty vial will also give a peak 
when the temperature is changed. It is therefore needed 
to do “empty measurements” and subtract the results of 
them from the “sample measurements.” As the vials and 
caps were reused in the same calorimeter for all measure-
ments, the results of the empty-runs stayed the same dur-
ing a measurement series, so it was not needed to do empty 
measurements in connection to each sample measurement.

Heat conduction calorimeters are twin instruments, 
i.e., they have both a sample heat flow sensor and a refer-
ence heat flow sensor [25]. For isothermal use, the ref-
erence side should be charged with a reference sample 
that has a similar heat capacity as the sample, as this will 
minimize the noise and make the calorimeter behave in a 
more ideal way [25]. For the present non-isothermal heat 
capacity measurements we have instead, on purpose, used 
a reference heat capacity equal to the heat capacity of 6 g 
of water. For measurements with 10 g water, the empty 
peak and the sample peak will have opposite signs. In this 
way we can cover a large span of thermal powers without 
going out-of-range. The balancing was made with water 
in mind, so when measurements were made with ethylene 
glycol—with a much lower heat capacity than water—the 
calorimeters were actually almost balanced, which resulted 
in only small peaks, and for copper, sapphire and the ionic 
liquids—with even lower heat capacities—the sample and 
reference peaks had the same sign (Fig. 1A).
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Fig. 1  A. Example of peaks after temperature increases and 
decreases. The examples are from different measurements with tem-
perature changes taking place at different times. The double peaks 
are further discussed in the text. B The evaluated baseline of the first 
water peak in Fig. 1A using the fraction of heat method (dashed line) 

and an exponential function with a time constant 0.002   s−1 (dotted 
line). The start and end points of the baseline functions were calcu-
lated from means of the signal in the intervals before and after these 
points (thick black lines), respectively
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In Fig. 1A it is seen that there are double peaks for water 
and ethylene glycol. We have in all cases integrated both 
peaks as these double peaks are the result of small non-
symmetries in either thermal properties of the calorim-
eters or in the way that the temperature change takes place 
between the sample and reference sides of the calorimeters. 
Similar trends with double peaks have been presented by 
Mudd [26], where the pre-peak was stated to be caused by a 
small asymmetry in the chamber heater locations. Computer 
simulations (see Supplementary material) indicate that if 
there is heat in a pre-peak to one side, the main peak (in the 
other direction) will be larger by the same amount of heat, 
so that these two heats will cancel out. The reason that the 
pre-peak in the EG measurement in Fig. 1A is comparatively 
large, is probably that the main peak is so small in this case 
as the sample and reference sides are almost balanced. For 
measurements with larger main peaks (like the water meas-
urement in Fig. 1A) the pre-peak is small as it is taken over 
by the large main peak of opposite sign.

The heat Q in Eq. 1 is calculated from the difference 
between the integrals of the sample and reference peaks; 
and in both cases a baseline needs to be subtracted from the 
measured signal:

Here, ε (W/V) is the calorimetric calibration coefficient, 
I (V⋅s) is a peak integral (sample or empty), U (V) is the 
signal during a sample peak after a temperature change, UBL 
(V) is the corresponding baseline. Note that the integrations 
are performed on the voltage signals from the calorimeters; 
the calibration coefficients are later applied on the voltage 
integrals.

There are small shifts in the baselines between before and 
after each peak. In the small temperature interval of the present 
measurements, it is reasonable to assume that the baseline is 
a linear function of the temperature. The fraction of the heat 
that has flowed into (or out from) a sample at a certain time 
is then a measure of how far the change in temperature of the 
sample has gone. We have therefore constructed baselines (for 
when the temperature changes) that go from the initial to the 
final value in proportion to the fraction of the total heat that 
has passed into or out of the sample. This is shown in Fig. 1B, 
where it is also shown that this baseline is well approximated 
by an exponential function with a time constant of 0.002  s−1, 
that was similar in all evaluations. As the baseline based on 
the heat fraction described above could not handle the cases 
with pre-peaks that were large compared to the main peaks, we 

(2)c =
�
(

Isample − Iempty

)

ΔT ⋅ m

(3)I =

t
f

∫
t=t

i

(

U(t) − U
BL
(t)
)

dt

instead used an exponential function with a time constant of 
0.002  s−1 as baseline in all evaluations. Note that the relatively 
large baseline noise seen in Fig. 1B is a result of the calorim-
eter being unbalanced; however, the long-term mean value of 
the signal is correct [25] [27].

All measurements were made with four or six temperature 
changes (peaks). A mean value of the values of all integrated 
peaks (with signs corrected for the direction of temperature 
change) was used as Isample in Eq. 2.

The size of the temperature steps was measured with a cali-
brated precision thermometer (ASL F250) with two Pt100 sen-
sors placed in the measurement positions of two calorimeters. 
As all eight calorimeters are placed in the same precision air 
thermostat, which has a high air velocity, there are no measur-
able temperature differences between the different calorime-
ters. Three determinations made at different times agreed well, 
resulting in that the temperature step was 1.985 K. The mass 
of the samples was determined on a calibrated balance with 
a 0.001 g resolution. The calorimetric calibration coefficients 
were measured with electrical heaters cast into polyurethane 
resin in glass vials. For each calorimeter, the median value of 
three calibrations were used. During the period where the pre-
sented results were measured, four empty measurements were 
made. The resulting empty integrals (including the baseline 
correction) for each calorimeter were similar and we have used 
the median values in the evaluation. We have used median 
values as these reduce the likelihood that erroneous outliers 
influence the results.

Results and discussion

The method was used to measure and determine the specific 
heat capacity of both liquids and solids. The specific heat of 
a substance could be determined through either the rise or 
the fall of the temperature as well as of the mean of the two. 
It was found that all three options gave similar results. The 
largest deviation that was found between specific heat results 
from temperature rise and temperature fall measurements was 
0.66%; while, the average deviation was 0.38%. This was simi-
lar for both liquids and solids. All heat capacity results pre-
sented in this paper are based on the mean of the temperature 
rise and the temperature fall measurements.

Table 2 gives the heat capacity results and Fig. 2 gives the 
relative deviations of the results from the literature values 
given in Table 1 for the first eight measurement series with 
eight samples in each series. The relative deviation δ is defined 
by Eq. 4.

(4)� =
cmea − clit

clit
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Two outliers have been identified and removed from the 
analysis (see Fig. 2). It is apparent that most mean results 
are within 1% of the corresponding literature values and 
the RSDs are in most cases about 1%. A notable exception 
is the values for DCA that are about 2.5% too low, indi-
cating that the literature values may be slightly too high. 
The sapphire results have significantly larger spread than 
the other measurements. The significantly lower ethylene 

glycol results marked with a star in Table 2 are discussed 
below.

The result of the measurements with different sized sam-
ples of glycerol is shown in Fig. 3. There is a trend that larger 
samples give lower specific heat capacity while smaller sam-
ples tend to give a higher measurement result. The results for 
the sample size (10 g, about half-filled vials) used in most 
of our measurements agree well—maybe fortuitously—with 
the literature value. It is worth noting that this trend was 
detected with glycerol tested at different sample sizes, but 
when the sample sizes of sapphire and copper was changed 
no clear trends was observed, as is visible in Fig. 2 when 
comparing the starred sapphire and copper measurements 
with the previous ones.

As is illustrated in Table 3, the mean specific heat capac-
ity from all the performed measurements correlated well 
with the reported literature values. Each specific heat capac-
ity presented in the table is the mean of the tests performed 
of that substance except outliers and the starred data in 
Fig. 2 and Table 2 (i.e., we only use data from half-filled 

Table 2  Overview of the results in the order that they were made. N 
is the number of measurements (number of outliers in brackets). Heat 
capacity is given as mean and standard deviation. Starred measure-
ments were made with larger samples

Substance N Evaluated heat 
capacity / J  g-1  K-1

Sample mass / g

Ethylene glycol 8 2.398 ± 0.026 9–11
Water 8 4.191 ± 0.029 10
Copper 4 0.383 ± 0.003 15–23
Sapphire 4 0.789 ± 0.013 10–13
[EMIM][TCM] 4 1.773 ± 0.011 11
[EMIM][DCA] 4 1.783 ± 0.019 11
[EMIM][TCM] 4 1.757 ± 0.015 11
[EMIM][DCA] 4 1.786 ± 0.016 11
Ethylene glycol 4 2.394 ± 0.010 11
Water 4 4.198 ± 0.033 10
Sapphire 3(1) 0.767 ± 0.024 10–14
Copper 3(1) 0.386 ± 0.009 15–23
Ethylene glycol* 4 2.323 ± 0.009 21–22
Sapphire* 2 0.775 ± 0.009 20–24
Copper* 2 0.384 ± 0.005 37–40
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Fig. 2  Overview of the relative deviations calculated with Eq. 4 and 
literature data from Table  1 (zero relative deviation is the literature 
value). Outliers are shown as unfilled circles and starred measure-
ments were made with larger samples. Short horizontal lines indicate 
plus and minus one percent relative deviation
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Fig. 3  Results of two series of measurements with different sized 
samples of glycerol. The solid line is a linear regression, and the 
dashed line is the literature value

Table 3  A table displaying the mean value and standard deviation 
of the measured substances together with their respective literature 
values and the relative deviation (Eq. 4) between the measured mean 
value and the literature value

Literature 
value J  g-1  K-1

Measurement J  g-1  K-1 δmean

Copper 0.3854 0.3827 ± 0.003 −0.70%
Sapphire 0.7638 0.7836 ± 0.013 2.34%
Water 4.1844 4.1936 ± 0.029 0.22%
Ethylene glycol 2.383 2.3966 ± 0.021 0.57%
[EMIM][TCM] 1.7831 1.7651 ± 0.015 −1.01%
[EMIM][DCA] 1.8362 1.7846 ± 0.016 −2.81%
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vials for the liquids). The table illustrates that the overall 
performance of the method is good. As seen in Table 3, the 
deviations between measured values and literature values 
are in most cases low, indicating that the method is both 
accurate and precise. This is especially the case for the most 
known and well explored substance, water.

The only substances that lie above one percent devia-
tion from the literature value are the two ionic liquids and 
sapphire. While the ionic liquid TCM remains just barely 
outside the 1%-range with a deviation of 1.01%, the remain-
ing two fall a bit further away. The second ionic liquid DCA 
deviates the most out of all the tested substances with 
a measured value that is 2.81% lower than its literature 
value. Sapphire has a measured value 2.34% higher than its 
reported the literature value.

Uncertainty analysis

With the aim of proposing how the method can be improved, 
we here make an attempt to understand the origin of the 
deviations from the literature values and the spread in the 
measured values. We do this by assessing the spread in the 
evaluated results, the uncertainty (inaccuracy) in each of the 
parameters used to calculate the specific heat capacity, and 
by speculating on different sources of error.

Spread in result

In Fig. 2 it is seen that the RSDs are about 1% for most 
measurements. Notable exceptions are sapphire that has an 
RSD of more than 2%, and the final ethylene glycol measure-
ment with a larger sample that has an RSD of about 0.5%.

Uncertainties in parameters

The specific heat capacity is calculated by Eqs. 2–3 and we 
therefore analyze the uncertainty in each of the parameters 
in these equations.

The masses were determined on a calibrated balance with 
a resolution of 1 mg. We assume that the uncertainty in these 
determinations was 5 mg, so the relative uncertainty of a 
10 g sample is 0.05%; a value which we take as the RSD.

The temperature difference was determined by subtract-
ing two measured temperatures of about 19 and 21 °C. The 
calibration certificate of the instrument and the two Pt100 
sensors used in parallel gave values for both a temperature 
correction (+ 0.011 and −0.036 K) and an extended uncer-
tainty (± 0.015 K). As the evaluation uses the difference 
between two temperature measurements made with the 
same sensors in a small temperature interval, we assume 
that the temperature difference correction is zero and use 
the extended uncertainty to estimate the uncertainty of the 

temperature difference. Using a coverage factor of 2 [28] 
the extended uncertainty can be recalculated to a standard 
deviation of the temperature difference of 0.0075 K, which 
is equivalent to an RSD of about 0.4%

The calibration coefficients used were the medians of three 
determinations; their values were about 7 mW  mV-1. The stand-
ard deviations were between 0.001 and 0.026 mW  mV-1 for the 
eight calorimeters; the mean standard deviation was 0.013 mW 
 mV-1, which we use as standard deviation for the calibration 
coefficients, which is equivalent to an RSD of 0.2%.

The baseline correction method using an exponential 
function was chosen as it gave reasonable baseline functions 
for all cases. A comparison of this used method and other 
possible—but clearly less accurate—baseline strategies (for 
example a straight line between the start and beginning of 
integration) only gave about 0.5% difference in the evalu-
ated heats. We conclude that the uncertainty of the baseline 
evaluation method is difficult to assess, but that it probably is 
negligible compared to some of the other uncertainties as we 
believe that we use a close-to-optimal method to determine 
the baselines. We also note that it is possible that errors or 
uncertainties introduced by the baseline method are reduced 
if the sample and empty integrals have similar absolute val-
ues as two similar baseline corrections will then be sub-
tracted from each other.

Four determinations of the empty integrals were made 
and for each calorimeter the median value was used. All 
absolute values of the empty integrals were in the order of 
8.5 V⋅s and the standard deviations for the determinations 
of each of them was about 0.06 V⋅s.

The values of the sample integrals depended on the sam-
ple mass and heat capacity. Typical values (in V⋅s) in our 
measurements were 0 for ethylene glycol, -5 for water, 2 for 
TCM and DCA, and 5 for copper and sapphire.

It should be noted that the different sources of uncertainty 
act in different ways on the presented results. It is only the 
uncertainties in mass and baseline determination that are 
individual for each measurement, and as discussed above, 
both these uncertainties are small. The calibration coefficient 
and the empty integral have the same value for each calo-
rimeter; while, the temperature difference value is common 
to all evaluations.

An analysis of how the heat capacity values from each 
calorimeter compared to the mean values from all calo-
rimeters with the same simultaneous measurement of the 
same substance found no significant differences between 
the calorimeters, and there is no other systematic trend in 
these results (see Fig. 4). From visual inspection it appears 
that all the eight calorimeters operate with a similar level 
of accuracy.

Monte Carlo simulations using the standard deviations 
above (0.0075 K for temperature difference, 0.013 mW  mV-1 
for calibration coefficients, and 0.06 V⋅s for both sample 
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and empty integrals) gave the following RSDs for the dif-
ferent substances: 1.1% for ethylene glycol, 0.7% for water, 
1.4% for TCM and DCA, and 2.5% for copper and sapphire 
(the differences between these values are only the result of 
that the sample peaks have different sizes). When the ethyl-
ene glycol sample sizes were doubled, the simulated RSD 
decreased from 1.1 to 0.65%. These values are in reasonable 
agreement with the RSDs seen in Fig. 2 and also explain the 
relatively large spread in the sapphire results, albeit they 
do not explain why copper does not show a similarly large 
spread.

Other error sources

One potential source of error in the present measurement is 
that all non-aqueous liquids measured on are hygroscopic 
and if they take up water, their heat capacity will change. 
However, the used liquids were new, had a low water con-
tent, and the bottles were not opened more than necessary 
to transfer samples to the vials. Figure 2 also shows that 
most results were close to the literature values and those 
liquid that showed deviations of more than 1% gave lower 
heat capacities than expected, and we assume that the heat 
capacity of hygroscopic liquids would increase by the uptake 
of water as water has a significantly higher specific heat 
capacity than any of the tested non-aqueous liquids.

The present method is based on the assumption that the 
used “isothermal heat conduction calorimeter” accurately 
measures the heat that flows into and out of the samples also 
under non-isothermal conditions (after a change in the ther-
mostat temperature). Under normal “isothermal” use, an iso-
thermal heat conduction calorimeter (of the type used in the 

present study) will have a maximal temperature difference 
between the sample and the heat sink of about 0.2 K, and 
still work in its linear range [25] (i.e., with a heat production/
consumption rate proportional to the heat flow sensor output 
at steady-state conditions); during the transition from one 
temperature to another in the present type of measurement, 
the internal temperature differences could be slightly higher, 
possibly leading to nonlinear behavior. However, we believe 
that this is not the case.

We can envisage two reasons for a different (nonlinear) 
behavior of a calorimeter during a temperature change com-
pared to constant temperature conditions. Firstly, a tempera-
ture increase could induce convection in the air, which does 
not occur at isothermal conditions because of the small 
temperature differences inside the calorimeter. However, 
the slight (2 K) temperature steps made and the low rate 
at which they take place does not lead to much higher tem-
perature differences inside the calorimeter than the 0.2 K 
mentioned above, and significantly higher temperature dif-
ferences are needed for natural convection to take effect (see 
Supplementary material). Secondly, that the radiative part of 
the heat transfer—which has a power-of-four behavior (Ste-
fan–Boltzmann law)—is nonlinear. However, for radiation 
between two surfaces with a small temperature difference, 
radiation is also approximately linear (see Supplementary 
material). So, we believe that the behavior of a heat conduc-
tion calorimeter is the same during an “isothermal” meas-
urement and during the 2 K temperature transitions that we 
have made.

The final ethylene glycol measurement, with 20 mL sam-
ples, (Table 2) and the study with different sample sizes of 
glycerol (Fig. 4) both showed that larger sample sizes tend to 
result in lower measured specific heat capacity. It is probable 
that this is related to the fact that the calibration coefficient 
of a heat conduction calorimeter has a small dependence on 
where the heater is placed during an electrical calibration; 
the results from different ways of calibrating can differ by 
a few percent [10] [25]. This is schematically illustrated in 
Fig. 5 together with vials with 10- and 20-mL liquid sam-
ples. As is seen in Fig. 5A, B, measurements can be made 
with different sample sizes, and as is seen in Fig. 5C, D, cali-
brations can be made with heaters placed in different posi-
tions. Most commonly a built-in heater (internal/fixed heater, 
placed in the vial holder of the instrument) is used as such 
calibrations can be automated in commercial instruments. 
Sometimes the vial holder is left empty for such calibrations, 
in other cases empty vials (as is shown in Fig. 5D) or vials 
with a certain amount of an inert material are used. The 
alternative to internal is to use calibration heaters placed in 
the same type of vials as are used for measurements (exter-
nal/insertion heaters, Fig. 5C). Then heat will be produced 
in a similar position during calibration and measurement.
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Fig. 4  Relative deviation from the mean of the measurements on the 
same substance and made at the same time, illustrated for each of the 
eight calorimeters of the instrument. No clear trends of accuracy dif-
ferences between the eight calorimeters are visible
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In the present study, we measured calibration coefficients 
with both internal and external heaters. From the result 
(Fig. 6), it is seen that the external (insertion) heaters con-
sistently gave calibration coefficients that were about 1.5% 
higher than those for the internal heaters. In the present 
evaluation we used the results from insertion heaters.

The reason that the calibration heater position influences 
the calibration coefficient is that not all produced heat is 
conducted out through the heat flow sensor, and the fraction 
of the heat that leaves through other heat flow paths (heat 
conduction in air, radiation) is slightly dependent on where 
the heat is produced. If the heater is closer to the heat flow 
sensor, less heat will leave through other paths. The same 
is also true for measurements: if the sample is higher up in 
the vial, further away from the heat flow sensor, more heat 
will leave through other parts. These effects are small (a 

few percent), but we believe that they are clearly seen in the 
present measurements.

Summary of uncertainty analysis

There were two cases of clear systematic deviations. Firstly, 
the measured heat capacity of DCA was about 2.5% lower 
than the literature value. We believe that this discrepancy 
may be caused by a too high literature value. Secondly, the 
ethylene glycol measurement with a larger sample also gave 
about 2.5% lower heat capacity than the literature value. 
But in this case, the measurements with different masses of 
glycerol, show that a 20 g sample has approx. 2.5% lower 
evaluated heat capacity than a 10 g sample, and this effect 
can be explained by that slightly less heat from the top of a 
large sample is measured, as discussed above.

There were two cases that deviated significantly from the 
general 1% RSD: sapphire that has an RSD of more than 
2%, and the final ethylene glycol measurement with a larger 
sample that had an RSD of about 0.5%. We believe that the 
large spread in the sapphire values is caused by that those 
samples had significantly lower heat capacities than most 
other samples and that the low difference between sample 
and empty integrals then results in an increased spread in 
the results.

The overall accuracy of the measurements performed using 
the method proposed in this study is depicted in Fig. 7. In this 
figure, the results obtained from ethylene glycol (EG) sam-
ples exceeding 20 g have been excluded due to the systematic 
underprediction of oversized samples. Similarly, all measure-
ments of DCA have been excluded as its deviation may stem 
from a too high literature value. Consequently, the remain-
ing measurements encompass all solid samples, along with 

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Fig. 5  Schematic illustrations of a vial in a vial holder in contact 
with a heat flow sensor placed on a heat sink in the type of calorim-
eter used in the present study. A With a 10 mL liquid sample (meas-
urement). B With a 20 mL liquid sample (measurement). C With a 
heater placed in about 8 mL polyurethane rubber (used in the present 
calibrations) (calibration). D The built-in heater placed in the bottom 
of the vial holder (calibration)
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water, EG, and TCM. Notably, 62% of these measurements 
fall within 1% deviation from their respective literature values.

Conclusions

The results demonstrate the functionality of the employed 
method, showing that it produces accurate and precise meas-
urements for several types of substances, including water, 
ethylene glycol, [EMIM][TCM], and copper. The measured 
values of these substances are close to their respective litera-
ture values, with a general RSD of 1%. Notably, water stands 
out as the most accurately measured substance, with a mean 
deviation as low as 0.22%. The robustness of the measurement 
method is evident, as accurate results are obtainable from both 
temperature increase and temperature decrease measurements.

Furthermore, the study shows that sample size has a 
significant influence on the results from measurements on 
liquid samples. This behavior arises from the relationship 
between sample size and the placement of the calibration 
heater, which plays a crucial role in achieving a high meas-
urement accuracy.

Lastly, the study highlights the need for further investiga-
tions regarding the specific heat capacity measurements of 
the ionic liquid [EMIM][DCA]. The results obtained consist-
ently fall below its literature value.

Overall, this study shows that isothermal heat conduction 
calorimeters can be used to determine accurate heat capacity 
of solid and liquid substances.
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